The AMP PRO Bluetooth® Audio Kit is the premium Bluetooth® helmet and audio
communication system by UCLEAR Digital. Paired with the industry-best Pulse Pro speakers,
the system features hi-fi studio sound that delivers a warm natural voice, powerful bass, and
clean highs. An unlimited number of riders can be connected using the AMP Pro’s full-duplex
intercom technology.
CLEARLink Mobile App
Enjoy the ultimate convenience with the CLEARLink mobile app available now from UCLEAR Digital. For use with the AMP
helmet audio and communication system, the industry-exclusive mobile app allows users to update firmware and customize
preferences wirelessly from any Smartphone or tablet.
Pulse Pro Audio
If you are looking to turn your sound experience to 11, then look no further than the AMP Pro’s Pulse Pro Speakers! Enjoy the
unsurpassed audio quality of the Pulse Pro Speakers, featuring Hi-Fi studio sound that produces powerful bass, warm, natural voice,
clean highs. Your ears will thank you!
• Extreme Bass and Clean Sound
Our audio engineers worked feverishly on the Pulse Pro to bring you studio quality, Hi-Fi audio. From crystal clear voice audio to
exceptional music playback, they nailed it. These guys love their hip-hop so they pumped up our sound drivers to bring you the
best sound in helmet audio.
• Designed for the Ultimate Audio Experience
The Pulse Pro in-line microphones were designed for half, 3/4, modular, and full face helmets that have acoustic challenges and
require a higher quality of audio performance. Pulse Pro microphones have an extended microphone that can be custom routed
through the helmet for optimal placement allowing for the best audio clarity.
•Reliable Bluetooth® 4.2
•16+ Person Intercom Mode
•Multi-Hop Technology
•ClearLink App
•Cross Brand Compatibility
•Pulse Pro Studio Quality Audio
•Music Sharing
•Advanced Private Intercom
•Industry’s Most Portable System

SKU
DESCRIPTION
7103601 UCLEAR AMP PRO SINGLE PACK (PULSE PRO SPEAKERS)
7103602 UCLEAR AMP PRO DUAL PACK (PULSE PRO SPEAKERS)

RRP
$399.95
$699.95

The AMP Bluetooth® helmet audio system is ideal for rider-to-rider and rider-to-passenger
communications. Using the integrated Boost Plus speaker system, enjoy exceptional audio
clarity as you head down the highway.
CLEARLink Mobile App
Enjoy the ultimate convenience with the CLEARLink mobile app available now from UCLEAR Digital. For use with the
AMP helmet audio and communication system, the industry-exclusive mobile app allows users to update firmware and
customize preferences wirelessly from any Smartphone or tablet.
Boost Plus Audio
The AMP includes the patented Boost Plus Speaker and Microphone system. The Boost Plus speaker paired with the
industry-exclusive concealed microphone provides top-of-the-line audio and voice clarity in an unobtrusive package.
Designed for any full face helmet, the 30mm driver delivers powerful Hi-Fi audio with crisp, clean voice clarity for
exceptional phone and intercom communication. Engineered for quality, the driver and microphone are integrated into
a single housing for a simple, lightweight solution that can be installed in minutes without tools.
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Reliable Bluetooth® 4.2
Rider to Rider Intercom Mode (2 Units)
700m(0.43mi) Intercom Range
ClearLink App
Cross Brand Compatibility
Boost Plus Speaker with Concealed Microphones
Industry’s Most Portable System

SKU
DESCRIPTION
7103599 UCLEAR AMP SINGLE PACK (BOOMLESS)
7103600 UCLEAR AMP DUAL PACK (BOOMLESS)

RRP
$299.95
$499.95

AMP Go Bluetooth Helmet Audio System
Complete with high-fidelity audio and exclusive concealed microphones, the Amp Go delivers
unrivaled audio quality in a versatile, compact package. This entry level helmet communication
system pairs full-duplex intercom with advanced Bluetooth capability.
The UCLEAR AMP Go full-duplex Bluetooth® helmet audio system is ideal for single rider
and small group communications. Using the integrated Boost Plus speaker system, you can
enjoy exceptional audio quality as you head down the highway. Our exclusive noisecancelling ABF technology eliminates virtually all background noise, while our patented DSP
algorithms triangulate your voice’s “sweet spot” to produce clear voice for phone calls and
intercom conversations.
The UCLEAR Digital AMP Go is built on the foundation of the popular Bluetooth® AMP
Series and comes with:
Bluetooth® 4.2 connectivity,
Small Group (4 rider) Intercom - compatible with HBC200, AMP & AMP Pro
200m Intercom Range - perfect for small groups or Rider to Pillion communication
ClearLink - Control & update your AMP Go via the Clearlink App
Boost Plus (Boomless) Speakers with Concealed Microphones
Cross Brand Compatibility
Industry’s Most Portable System
CLEARLink Mobile App
Boost Plus Audio
The AMP includes the patented Boost Plus Speaker and Microphone system. The Boost
Plus speaker paired with the exclusive concealed microphone provides top-of-the-line audio
and voice clarity in an unobtrusive package. The 30mm speaker delivers powerful Hi-Fi
audio with crisp, clean voice clarity for exceptional phone and intercom communication.
Engineered for quality, the speaker and microphone are integrated into a single housing for
a simple, lightweight solution that can be installed in minutes without tools.

SKU

DESCRIPTION

RRP

1112927 UCLEAR AMP GO SINGLE PACK (BOOMLESS) $199.95

